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Dynamic Linking of
Software Components

I n recent years operating systems have again
begun to link software libraries to client pro-
grams dynamically at execution time. The con-

cepts underlying dynamic linking date back at least
to the Multics system1 of the mid-1960s and have
now been reintroduced in some of the most popu-
lar workstation and PC operating systems.
Operating systems based on modular languages
such as Mesa,2 Modula-2, and Oberon3 have
offered similar capabilities for well over a decade.
Indeed, the concept of dynamic linking reached
maturity through these modular operating systems,
which largely laid the groundwork for dynamic
linking’s resurgence.

Modular systems are written in languages that
blur the distinction between libraries and applica-
tion programs. In these languages, all software con-
sists of modules arranged in a (usually acyclic)
dependence hierarchy. Individual modules serve as
libraries when they are referenced by clients higher
up in the hierarchy and as clients when they refer-
ence modules farther down. Consequently, as Figure
1 shows, the hierarchy’s inner nodes serve simulta-
neously as libraries and as clients.

In such a system, the operating system is itself rep-
resented as a collection of modules at the bottom of
the hierarchy. Operating system and application pro-
gram modules have no intrinsic difference, and the
boundary between them is purely conceptual.
Because only those parts of the operating system that
the application requires at the moment need be pre-
sent in memory, dynamic linking lets us build pow-
erful systems that consume relatively little storage.

Already powerful by itself, dynamic linking is
even more useful when it is combined with a lan-

guage that directly supports software system exten-
sibility. An extensible system can evolve without
requiring changes in any of its original parts.
Combining extensibility with dynamic linking leads
to highly flexible systems that use computing
resources efficiently because they don’t duplicate
functionality. Niklaus Wirth recently presented a
compelling case for such runtime-extensible soft-
ware systems.4

While the central idea behind dynamic linking is
quite straightforward, it can be implemented
through a surprising variety of strategies. In this arti-
cle I contrast three simple dynamic linking schemes
with two much more elaborate strategies. The lat-
ter represent a workload shift from the compiler to
the dynamic linker, just as dynamic linking itself rep-
resents a shift that moves the functions of a separate
linker into the loader. Because the new techniques I
describe promise the profound additional benefit of
cross-platform portability, they will most likely dis-
place the currently popular linking-loader approach.

MODULES
A module is a collection of constant, type, vari-

able, and procedure declarations encapsulated
behind a rigid interface. A module’s designer can
control which of its features appear in the interface
by exporting them selectively. Features that are not
exported cannot be accessed from outside the mod-
ule and are therefore protected from accidental mis-
use. In this way, a module can guarantee its
invariants. For example, a module may export an
abstract data type and a set of procedures operating
on it while hiding the type’s internal structure and
the actual procedure implementations.
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Traditionally, dynamic linkers merely combined previously compiled pieces
of code. Faster processors are now making outright code generation at load
time practical, leading to cross-platform portability at very little extra cost.
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Modules may of course import as well. An inter-
module relationship is established when a client mod-
ule (higher in the module hierarchy) imports a feature
from the interface of a library module (lower in the
hierarchy). In principle, every module may serve
simultaneously as a library to higher level clients and
as a client of lower level libraries. There are no fun-
damental restrictions on the number of clients a
library can support simultaneously or on the number
of libraries a client may access.

Intermodule references established by import/export
relationships are resolved in a process separate from
compilation called binding, or linking. In modular sys-
tems, linking occurs at the time of loading and is there-
fore invisible to the user. Such dynamic linking usually
implies that at most one copy of any library module
exists in memory at a given time, although several
client modules may use it concurrently. In operating
systems that offer only offline static linking, each appli-
cation program must contain a private copy of every
library it uses. (The exception is a kernel library, whose
services are accessed via supervisor calls and are hence
“linked” during compilation.) Linking is recursive;
linking a library module entails repeating the process
for all of the modules imported by that module.

The original idea behind dynamic linking was to fac-
tor out common functions so that they could be shared
among several applications. Extensible systems take this
idea a step further, allowing more modules to be added
to the system even at the top of the module hierarchy.
Applications can thereby be augmented by additional
functionality at runtime; the extra modules register their
presence with the original application, which can then
use them without an explicit import relationship.
Instead, they are activated by indirect procedure up-call
or callback mechanisms. Providing extensibility in a
type-safe manner requires a language that explicitly sup-
ports this capability. Oberon’s3 type extension mecha-
nism5 exemplifies this kind of support. Type extension
enables the definition of new data types with extended
functionality that are nevertheless backward-compati-
ble with the original application’s data types.

A modular system’s constituent modules are kept
distinct at all times; they serve as the units of compi-
lation and are compiled separately. Separate compi-
lation6,7 usually implies that the compiler verifies the
consistency of every use of an imported item with its
declaration in the originating module. This contrasts
with the more primitive independent compilation, in
which type errors occurring across module boundaries
can be detected only at link time, if at all.

Since no static linking step is required, modules
remain separate until the time of loading. This enables
them to be maintained individually, and the corre-
sponding object files can be distributed and reused
independently of each other. Thus, library modules

can be replaced at any time by upgraded but other-
wise equivalent modules providing the same interface,
considerably simplifying library management.

LINKING MECHANISMS
To bind client and library modules, the linker must

match every imported client feature with an exported
library feature. If this matching fails, the modules can-
not be used together and linking must be aborted.
Such link-time failures are rare, occurring only if the
library’s interface was changed after the client was
compiled. Otherwise, checks during separate compi-
lation have already established that the client is com-
patible with all of the libraries it imports.

Hence, rather than verifying every single import/
export relationship again, which is complex and time-
consuming, the linker must verify only that nothing
imported from a library has changed since the client
was compiled. The simplest way to achieve this is to
include with every object file the time stamps of all
imported libraries; the linker can then compare just
the time stamps.

Fingerprints provide even greater flexibility than
time stamps.8 A fingerprint is a hash value computed
from a library interface; the probability of two inter-
faces yielding the same fingerprint is very small if an
intelligent hash function is chosen. An object file
importing an interface with a certain fingerprint can
then be assumed to be linkable with any library hav-
ing the same fingerprint, no matter when and on what
machine the library was compiled. Going a step fur-
ther, every library item can be given its own finger-

Figure 1. Hierarchical
structure of a modular
system. Inner nodes
can serve as both
libraries and clients.
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print,9 thus allowing them to be added, removed, or
changed individually without invalidating clients that
do not refer directly to the affected items.

In discussing the three example modules in Figure
2, I use Oberon’s syntax, in which every export of an
identifier is denoted by a trailing asterisk. Our sam-

ple module C (as in client) imports the two libraries
L and M (actually, it imports their interfaces) and
simultaneously exports two procedures S and T for
use in other client modules. Module L exports two
procedures and module M exports just one.

To enable linking, every object file needs two direc-
tories that reveal to the linker the intermodular refer-
ences within the compiled code. The first of these
directories, the entry table, describes where the mod-
ule’s various exported features can be found inside its
object code. The second directory, the link table,
describes which features from other modules are actu-
ally accessed by the module. The corresponding object
files for modules C and L might appear as in Figure 3.

Runtime table lookup
To link module C to the two library modules it

imports, the linker simply replaces the symbolic ref-
erences found in C’s link table with the actual mem-
ory positions of the corresponding procedures. For
example, the link-table entry at link0 would be
replaced by the runtime position of lbl-v (module L’s
entry for procedure Q). Since all external calls con-
tained within the object code are indirect and go
through the link table, under this linking scheme all

MODULE C;

IMPORT L, M;

PROCEDURE S*(...);

PROCEDURE T*(...);
BEGIN

L.Q(...);
S(...);
M.R(...);
L.Q(...)

END T;

END C.

MODULE L;

PROCEDURE P*(...);
PROCEDURE Q*(...);

END L.

MODULE M;

PROCEDURE R*(...);

END M.
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Figure 2. Example
modules with
import/export
relationships. 
Module C imports 
the two libraries L and
M while exporting 
procedures S and T to
other client modules.
Module L exports 
procedures P and Q,
and module M 
exports procedure R.

Object module C

Entry table

entry0: S @ lbl-a

entry1: T @ lbl-b

Object code

code for the procedure S:
lbl-a: ...

code for the procedure T:
lbl-b: ...
lbl-c: indirect call via link0

relative branch to lbl-a
lbl-d: indirect call via link1
lbl-e: indirect call via link0

...

Link table

link0: L.Q

link1: M.R

Object module L

Entry table

entry0: P @ lbl-u

entry1: Q @ lbl-v

Object code

code for the procedure P:
lbl-u: ...

code for the procedure Q:
lbl-v: ...

Link table

...

Figure 3. Object files with two directories that reveal to the linker the intermodular references within the compiled code.

.



modules remain freely relocatable in memory. If a
module were to be moved to another address later,
only the link-table entries of its clients and its own
entry table would need updating. (If the language pro-
vides indirect procedure activation via procedure vari-
ables, matters get more complicated.)

Of even greater appeal to the software developer is
the ability to change a module’s implementation with-
out having to recompile its clients. All of the linking
schemes discussed in this article provide this capabil-
ity. This is especially attractive because changing a
procedure’s implementation in a module might alter its
length and thereby affect the starting addresses of pro-
cedures that follow it in the object code. With dynamic
linking, this does not affect client modules because
intermodule links refer only to entry numbers, while
the actual starting addresses are obtained from
libraries’ entry tables.

Load-time code modification
The simple linking process described above requires

an extra memory indirection for every external pro-
cedure call. The indirection is used to obtain the final
destination address from the link table. Unless specific
hardware support is provided, as in the National
Semiconductor 32x32 series of microprocessors, pro-
grammers usually want to avoid this cost. As a result,
many linkers modify the object code at the call site
through the strategy of load-time modification, result-
ing in direct calls to external routines.

To modify external references embedded within the
object code, the linker needs to know where in the
code such references occur. This extra information can
be added to the link table, increasing its size consid-
erably. Now, instead of an entry for every unique
external item, the link table needs a separate entry for

every external access. Fortunately, most of this extra
information can be conveniently stored within the
object code itself, making good use of the code loca-
tions that will later be overwritten by the linker.

Figure 4 shows the object file from the previous
example (Figure 3), adapted for use with a linker that
updates the object code directly at load time. All exter-
nal references within the object code remain unre-
solved; we use these placeholder locations to join all
references to the same external item in a linear list that
runs backward through the code. The start of every
such list is recorded in the appropriate link table.

Linking then proceeds as follows: After reading a
module into memory, the linking loader traverses the
elements of the module’s link table. For each imported
item, the corresponding entry in the originating mod-
ule is inspected to obtain the target address. Then the
linear list of references to this item is traversed, start-
ing at the position mentioned in the link table, and
the correct opcode-address combination is inserted at
every location in the list.

In our example, the linker obtains the final address
finadr of the procedure Q from the entry table of mod-
ule L. The link table states that fix-up for this external
address needs to commence at lbl-e. The linker retrieves
the location of the next fix-up, lbl-c, from the object
code at location lbl-e and then inserts a call finadr
instruction in its place. This is iterated until a special
marker is found in the next-fix-up-location chain, indi-
cating that the end of the list has been reached.

Runtime code modification
A module’s external references needn’t all be

replaced immediately at load time. Replacement may
be deferred until the need arises, a strategy called
demand linking, or lazy linking. The idea is simple. In

Figure 4. Object file from the previous figure with code fix-up information (shaded area) for a linking loader.
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Object module C

Entry table

entry0: S @ lbl-a

entry1: T @ lbl-b

Object code Link table

link0: L.Q @ lbl-e

link1: M.R @ lbl-d

code for the procedure S:
lbl-a: ...

code for the procedure T:
lbl-b: ...
lbl-c: <end of list>

relative branch to lbl-a
lbl-d: <end of list>
lbl-e: <next = lbl-c>

...

.



the original object file, every code location that forms
part of an external reference is replaced by a special
supervisor call instruction, followed by information
for the linker. At runtime, execution of the special
supervisor call passes control to the linker, which
determines the actual address of the external refer-
ence and then overwrites the <supervisor instruction,
linker information> sequence in the object code by an
actual call (or, in the case of a variable reference, a
load or store instruction). The call (or load or store)
is then carried out. Upon the next execution, the des-
tination address will be reached directly, without
intermittent activation of the linker.

Figure 5 shows our example module again, with
appropriate modifications for lazy linking. As in the
previous example, all references to the same external
item are joined, except that now the list is circular,
since we cannot know which of the references will be
encountered first during program execution. Linking
the different uses of the same item together in this
manner lets us save some supervisor-call and table-
lookup overhead.

For example, execution of the procedure T pro-
ceeds to the supervisor instruction at lbl-c. The linker
is called and determines that this is an external call to
L.Q and that a further call to the same procedure
occurs at lbl-e. It obtains the final address from the
entry table of module L and then overwrites the super-
visor call instructions at lbl-c and lbl-e by a direct call
to finadr.

Lazy linking is attractive because it minimizes the
work of the linker: The only external references linked
are those actually encountered at least once during exe-
cution. The actual loading of an imported module can
even be delayed until it is referenced for the first time.
Unfortunately, however, every linking step requires an
explicit synchronization of the processor’s instruction
cache, which on many processors invalidates not only

the overwritten supervisor instruction but also a whole
region of cache entries close to it. The constantly rising
costs associated with cache misses as processors evolve
are diminishing the attraction of lazy linking.

Load-time code generation
Although compiling, linking, and loading have tra-

ditionally been performed by independent entities,
they are really only different aspects of a single prob-
lem. All three activities must be performed, in a fixed
sequence, on software written in a higher level lan-
guage, before the software can be executed. However,
no rule dictates that these actions cannot immediately
follow each other or cannot be executed by fewer than
three separate programs.

Dynamic linkers combine the linking phase and the
loading phase into a single integrated step, leading to
enhanced flexibility. On the downside, more work 
is required at the time-critical moment of loading—
that is, while an interactive user is waiting. However,
hardware has become so powerful that the cost of
dynamic linking is no longer significant. In fact,
processors are now fast enough that further function-
ality can be migrated downstream from the compiler
toward the point of execution. For example, compil-
ers often consist of two parts, a front end that
processes the source program and a back end, or code
generator, that creates executable code. If a compiler’s
back end can be integrated into the loader, it is no
longer necessary to perform fix-up operations on
“unfinished” code; instead, all final addresses can be
inserted directly.

Unfortunately, code generation is not a trivial task.
The very existence of compilers often seems justified
only because most programs are compiled far less
often than they are executed. Hence, compilation
effort is worthwhile because of the benefit that comes
with repeated execution.

Until quite recently, it was universally accepted that
the effort required for compilation is so great that it
must be performed offline. An experimental system
providing load-time on-the-fly code generation10,11 has
invalidated this assumption. This project’s success is
founded on the insight that raw processor power is
growing much more rapidly than the speed of I/O
operations, as Figure 6 illustrates. The experimental
system makes load-time code generation practical by
decreasing the amount of data that must be transferred
from external storage. The use of a highly compact
intermediate program representation (“slim binaries”)
instead of native object files speeds up the I/O com-
ponent of loading dramatically. The time saved is then
spent on code generation.

Any application that reduces its I/O overhead at the
expense of additional computation can benefit from
the effect illustrated in Figure 6, even if the immediate
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Figure 5. The example
object file with code
fix-up information
(shaded area) for a
lazy linker.

Object module C

Entry table

entry0: S @ lbl-a

entry1: T @ lbl-b

Object code

code for the procedure S:
lbl-a: ...

code for the procedure T:
lbl-b: ...
lbl-c: SVC <L.Q, next = lbl-e>

relative branch to lbl-a
lbl-d: SVC <M.R, next = lbl-d>
lbl-e: SVC <L.Q, next = lbl-c>

...

.



performance gain doesn’t seem to reward increased
algorithm complexity. Code generation is a particu-
larly good example because processor instruction sets
are not optimized for information density, since they
have other constraints such as regularity and ease of
decoding. Hence, object files are usually much larger
than necessary.

The slim-binary representation10,11 is typically two
and a half to three times more compact than object
code for common microprocessors and 30 percent
more compact than object code after the application of
popular data-compression schemes. On modern hard-
ware, the resulting speedup of file input is sufficient to
offset much of the additional effort of on-the-fly code
generation, bringing load-time code generation within
the performance range of ordinary dynamic loading.

For example, Thomas Kistler and I recently
reported11 on a comprehensive package of networking
tools comprising a Web browser, a Telnet application
with VT100 emulation, POP/SMPT-Mail, News,
Finger, FTP, and Gopher applications. This package,
compiled into PowerPC binary code, is 603 Kbytes;
the slim-binary version of the identical program suite
requires only 191 Kbytes. Loading the complete pro-
gram suite from PowerPC binaries onto a Macintosh
8100/100 requires about 1.1 seconds, while about 2.1

seconds are needed to load from slim binaries—includ-
ing code generation time. This extra second that an
interactive user must wait before these seven applica-
tions start may still seem substantial. However, users
normally don’t start all of these applications at the
same time; furthermore, the additional cost of dynamic
code generation promises to come down as the gap
between processor power and storage speed widens.

Slim binaries have an advantage besides taking up
less space: They are target-machine independent. The
implementation Kistler and I described11 currently
supports the i80x86, MC680x0, and PowerPC archi-
tectures, using the identical object-file format. Once
compiled into the slim-binary representation, mod-
ules can be used transparently on any of these three
architectures as if they had been compiled into the
appropriate native code.

Target-machine independence simplifies library
module maintenance and thereby lowers software
production cost. Further, load-time code generation
enables the executable code to be truly optimized for
the specific processor and operating system it will run
on, not just for an architecture in general. This is a
welcome and timely innovation: The appeal of tradi-
tional binary compatibility is waning because each
implementation of a processor architecture requires

Figure 6. Processor
power is growing
much faster than I/O
speed. This example
is for various models
of the Apple Macin-
tosh as measured by
the tool Speedometer
4.02.
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80 Computer

a distinct instruction schedule to realize its full per-
formance potential.

It is also easier to generate good object code for mod-
ular programs when code is generated at load time. A
code-generating linker can perform intermodule opti-
mizations such as register and cache coordination and
procedure inlining, effectively constructing a large
monolithic application in memory but without the usual
drawbacks of monolithic programs. Furthermore, since
the object code can be re-created from the intermediate
representation at any time, the code of all loaded mod-
ules can be constantly reoptimized during idle cycles,
guided by runtime profiling data.

Full load-time compilation
The line of thought that started with a simple table-

based linking mechanism and then led us through a
series of successively more complex linking schemes
logically culminates in the idea of full compilation
from source code at load time. A practical imple-
mentation would of course be based on some form of
compressed source code in which keywords and iden-
tifiers have been replaced by tokens to reduce I/O
overhead.

Unfortunately, full load-time compilation has sev-
eral drawbacks that make it less attractive than load-
time code generation. First and foremost, most
software developers would balk at exposing their
intellectual property. In principle, any algorithm
comprehensible to a machine can be reverse-engi-
neered, but the idea that compilation is a one-way
transformation (along with the legal protection of
copyright law) seems to make programmers feel
more secure. Any method of program distribution
based on source code doesn’t stand a chance in
today’s marketplace.

Moreover, full dynamic compilation also faces tech-
nical obstacles. First of all, code generation accounts
for only part of the compilation cost. Similar effort is
spent in the source text scanner and parser and in the
symbol table handler. Although tokenization would
eliminate the need for a scanner, the added expense of
a full programming-language parser seems uncalled
for when an easily decodable format can be chosen to

drive a load-time code generator. For example, the
slim-binary format Kistler and I used has been designed
specifically to serve as an input to code generation and
permits interspersing of decoding and code generation.

Last but not least, the use of source text as an input
to the loader might lead to compilation errors at load
time, thereby exasperating users. The only way to
avoid such errors would be to check every program at
tokenization time. Effectively, every program would
then be parsed twice, once during tokenization and a
second time during loading.

COMPARISON AND OUTLOOK
Table 1 summarizes the characteristic costs of all

five dynamic linking schemes. The two promising
“heavyweight” strategies of load-time code genera-
tion and full load-time compilation have not yet been
studied extensively, since the computing power that
makes them feasible is only just becoming available.
Most current systems that support dynamic linking
use a linking loader that modifies the object code at
load time, prior to execution. The two other “light-
weight” approaches discussed here present problems:
Using indirect calls with runtime table lookup entails
runtime overhead, and runtime code modification
leads to frequent invalidation of the instruction
cache.

Lazy linking (runtime code modification) has the
most interesting characteristics. It requires no load-
time overhead and after an initial start-up period gen-
erates no runtime overhead. Its main drawback is that
the processor’s instruction cache must be flushed when
code has been modified. When a program’s control
flow reaches a previously untouched region, a formi-
dable amount of link activity, associated with numer-
ous instruction-cache reloads, may suddenly occur,
causing unexpected and disruptive delays for interac-
tive users.

Interestingly, a related scheme has recently been pro-
posed to accelerate execution of the Java Virtual
Machine.12 Just-in-time compilation effectively com-
bines lazy linking with on-the-fly code generation on
a procedure-by-procedure basis. Hence, when a ref-
erence to a previously unseen procedure is encoun-

Table 1. Comparison of dynamic linking 
mechanisms modular systems.

Strategy Load-time overhead Runtime overhead

Runtime table lookup Constant O(No. of encountered references)
Load-time code modification O*(No. of external references) None
Runtime code modification None Eventually none
Load-time code generation O(program length) None
Full load-time compilation O(source length) None

*O represents order of magnitude
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tered, the Java just-in-time compiler initiates a com-
pilation of the called procedure and modifies the call-
ing site to point to the compiled version directly.

In contrast, load-time code generators like the one
Kistler and I implemented translate complete mod-
ules into native code at once, and at a time when
users are already expecting delays. Once a module
has been loaded, its code executes with the full speed
of compiled code and incurs no further overhead.
Also, if code optimization is anticipated, modules are
better suited than procedures as the unit of code gen-
eration.

Load-time code generation is approaching the speed
of traditional loading not because conventional com-
pilers and offline linkers have accelerated very much
but because I/O overhead is becoming the main factor
influencing loading speed. Hence, smaller object for-
mats such as slim binaries lead to faster loading times,
regardless of the computational effort required to
decode them. Furthermore, unlike a code-generating
loader, traditional compilers and linkers must gener-
ate output files, which consumes a lot of time. They
must also consult interface files describing imported
libraries. In contrast, in a dynamic code-generation
system, every portable object file needs to be read only
once. Loading is recursive, so that library modules are
always loaded before their clients. Interface informa-
tion about libraries can then be retained in memory
and used in the compilation of clients, so that no addi-
tional file accesses are required.

M odular systems are staging a comeback in the
form of extensible architectures based on the
compound-document metaphor. A compound

document is a container that seamlessly integrates var-
ious forms of user data, such as text, graphics, and
multimedia. This varied content is supported by inde-
pendent, dynamically loadable content editors
(applets) that cooperate in such a way that the end user
sees them as a single unified application. Load-time
code generation lets systems run these applets at full
speed without unexpected interruptions and without
the performance penalties of interpreted execution.

As general-purpose operating systems move for-
ward to embrace dynamic linking and compound-doc-
ument architectures, the technologies chosen for
linking components will play a pivotal role in the sys-
tems’ long-term commercial success. ❖
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